
K I T C H E N  &  B A T H

THE 2020 
KITCHEN 
& BATH 

CONTEST
Creative use of materials, products and the ability to forge unseen 
design were top of mind when selecting the winners of the 2020 
Kitchen & Bath contest. Thank you to all who shared their work 

and congratulations to the winners across all categories. 
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K I T C H E N  &  B A T H

LARGE KITCHEN DESIGN 
John Lum Architecture and Tiffiny Johnson of Peninsula Modern 
PHOTOS BY MARGOT HARTFORD PHOTOGRAPHY

 
Designed by John Lum Architecture and Tiffiny Johnson of Peninsula 
Modern, this large, Japanese-inspired kitchen is full of warm, exotic wood 
and rich textures. Intended to evoke balance and mysticism, the custom 
teak cabinets, built by contractor Noel O’Rourke, mask the appliances, 
providing a sense of artistic serenity with elements of surprise. The oversize 
island is covered in a black PaperStone made from recycled paper and a non-
petroleum resin paper that reflect the deep hues of green Jade Manganese-
Olive tile backsplash from Heath Ceramics. 
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SMALL KITCHEN DESIGN
And And And Studio
PHOTOS BY THE INGALLS

 
Dubbed the Courtyard House Kitchen, this colorful small kitchen in Silver 
Lake features a playful punch of olive-green lower cabinets, beautiful 
Calacatta marble countertops and a circular wood-clad island that anchors 
the room. Designed for ease of use, the multifunctioning space serves as a 
homework hub as well as a cocktail bar during social gatherings.  
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OUTDOOR KITCHEN DESIGN 
Andrew Mann Architecture and Angus-McCaffrey Interior Design
PHOTOS BY DAVID WAKELY

Outdoor living is by far one of the top advantages of living in California. 
Andrew Mann Architecture and Angus-McCaffrey Interior Design kept this 
in focus when designing an outdoor kitchen pavilion in Sonoma for a family 
that likes to retreat and relax. Emerging from the curvaceous garden beds, the 
sloped roof shed, built by Sawyer Construction, houses a wood-burning pizza 
oven, full counter setup and an extended table for large family gatherings. 
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MASTER BATH DESIGN 
Fougeron Architecture
PHOTOS BY JOE FLETCHER

 
An exploration of the tension between public and private design, 
this master bathroom, designed by Fougeron Architecture, 
features a uniquely curved glass shower that extends beyond the 
envelope of the house onto the screened front balcony. The design 
pays tribute to California’s Light and Space art movement through 
elements like a custom vanity with 360-degree functionality that 
floats from a skylight. 
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POWDER ROOM DESIGN 
Lindsay Gerber Interiors
PHOTO BY CHRISTOPHER STARK

 
Designed to evoke the feeling of a nightclub, Lindsay Gerber Interiors set 
a dark and moody tone in this provocative powder room. Black Venetian 
plaster walls and a solid marble sink complemented by oil-rubbed 
fixtures and herringbone floors create a perfectly balanced space with a 
surprisingly warm softness. 
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INDOOR/OUTDOOR BATH DESIGN
Tierney Conner Architecture 
PHOTOS BY MIKIKO KIKUYAMA 

Realized as part of a modern addition to a traditional Bay Area home, this 
bathroom features a unique shower designed to make one feel as if they are 
showering outside without actually stepping outdoors. A frameless skylight 
creates an infinite view of the sky while infusing a variety of light and 
shadow throughout the entire space. Cepac Classic Round tile in Cotton 
creates a monochromatic effect to further pull in tones of the sky above. 
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